www.StatLit.org 2007 Update

Check it Out!

Grants
QR in the Contemporary World  Bernie Madison ($400K, U. Ark)
Quantitative Inquiry (QUIRK)  Nathan Grawe ($500K, Carleton)
QL Across Curriculum  Semra Kilic-Bahai ($150K, Colby-Sawyer)
Citizenship, QR and Scientific Literacy  James Myers ($140K, U. Wy)
Assessing Scientific & Quantitative Reasoning  Donna Sundre ($500K, James Madison)

New Books
The Black Swan  Nassim Taleb
Textbook: Mathematical Thinking and QR  Aufmann et al
SAGE: Graph Algebra: Mathematical Modeling  Courtney Brown

NUMERACY & Q/L: NNN, MAC3 and AMATYC
Including Construction in Quantitative Literacy  Joel Best
Teaching the Social Construction of Statistics  Milo Schield
Integrating Math Into Other Disciplines  Hartzler and Deoni
Rethinking Math: Teaching Social Justice by the Numbers  Eric Gaze
Quantitative Literacy: Everybody’s Orphan, Everybody’s Business  AACU summary

Data Librarians: IASSIST & OLA-SC
Numeracy at Guelph  A. Michelle Edwards
Statistical Literacy at the Reference Desk  Jeff Moon & Suzanne Giles
Reading Tables 101  Laine Ruus

Statistical Educators: USCOTS 2007
Challenge for 2007  Allan Rossman
GAISE 2007: A Statistics Oddyssey  Michelle Eversen & Andrew Zieffler

Statistical Educators: ISI 2007 (Lisbon)
Using Multivariate data at Secondary Level  Nicholson and Ridgway
Issues Involving Observational Studies  David Cox & Nanny Wermuth
Dealing with Multivariate Outcomes in Causal Studies  Donald Rubin
Study Design & Confounder Control in Observational Studies  John Harraway
Student Learning: Statistical Literacy & Research Competence  Enrequeta Reston

Statistical Educators: IASE 2007 (Guimarães)
Building Stat Lit Assessment Tools with ISLP  Juana Sanchez
Designing Open Questions for Assessing Concepts  Nick Broers
Assessing Statistical Literacy  Stephanie Budgett & Maxine Pfannkuch
Using Peer Assessment to Develop Skills as Consumers  Michelle Sisto
Assessing Understanding of Interaction in ANOVA  Kathy Green
Doing Statistics vs. Understanding Statistics  Christine Duller

Statistical Educators: ASA 2007
Numbers in the News: A Survey  Milo and Cynthia Schield
Grammar of Statements Involving ‘Chance’  Milo Schield and Tom Burnham
Prevarication: Mutual Fund Studies Distort Investors Perceptions  Marshall Schield

For details and links, go to www.StatLit.org/StatLit2007.htm
Send relevant news on numeracy to Admin@Statlit.org